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1. CGCM forecasts
Scott Power
1. CGCM forecasts
Scott Power

CCGM are coupled general circulation models
an emerging technology, with great potential for better lead 
times/skill

Current adoption is low
Future developments

↑ computing power » increased resolution » user relevance
better estimates of uncertainty » ↑ user confidence
presentation of forecasts » ↑ adoption

Challenges
maintain user focus as well as good science
better connection to risk management applications
International collaboration – regional relevance



2. Climate research in Turkey
Mr Ismail Demir
2. Climate research in Turkey
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Complex climate – 5 types
from Mediterranean to mountainous

Temperature trends
some warming of mean and max
strong warming in minimum temperatures (esp
winter and spring)
seasonal trends differ in Mediterranean compared to 
mountainous regions

Three CO2 scenarios modelled to 2080
predicted temperature increase from 1 to 4 degC
0 to 50% decrease in runoff
crop yields could go either way



3. The value of seasonal climate forecasting
Dr Andrew Ash
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Does seasonal climate forecasting have the value 
that is claimed?
Criteria for forecasts to support decision making

right variable
right lead time and scale

Is the value of forecasts lower in economic terms 
than it is in production terms?
Better approaches:

Bayesian approaches
communication of probability and adoption



4. Climate product dissemination in the US
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Software availability, suitability adoption & use
Forecasting & prediction software
Impediments to adoption

timing, spatial & accuracy relevance
user interpretation (hard to use)

Product development & delivery
link science to user relevant applications

Implementation
identify & target regions with forecast skill
identify & target decisions we can support



5. Climate product dissemination in Australia
Peter Hayman
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What do we want
better risk management or adoption of tools/models?

Adoption of SCF
salience vs credibility
the right information for real problems
appropriate use of uncertain skilful
dealing with probabilities

Decision support systems
keep scientists focused on user needs



6. Sustainability  - NRM trade-offs
Mark Howden
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Existing research – farm scale, production 
oriented
Climate information could better inform NRM 
policy development & implementation
Policy benefits of SCF

trade-offs
… financial vs NRM outcomes
… alternative stakeholder groups

more efficient policy & catchment planning
more sustainable farming



7. Climate prediction capacity in the SW Pacific
Ann Farrell
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Aim: strengthen meteorological capactiy
user focus

Shared approach to improved, targeted scientific 
understanding

delivery: industry focus & engage the media

BOM role
develop & implement system, including training

Pilot projects



8. SCF of pasture production NZ
Allan Porteous
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Pasture industry of strategic national importance
Pressures on farmers
SCF has potential to enhance farm management
Forecast skill
On-farm climate stations
Challenges

including climate change



9. Climate impacts on crops in Bangladesh
Taslima Imam
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Bangladesh very susceptible to climate disaster
frequency of these events is increasing

Rice is the most important crop
traditional farming system 50% of area, but only 25% 
of production

Current trends
rainfall & temperature have conflicting impact on rice 
yields

Future trends
CO2 increases yields
offset by expected temperature effects



Integrated summaryIntegrated summary

The chicken & the egg, & the road
sound science supports applications
this evolution is logical, but not natural
cross the road from climate change to variability

Institutional & communications arrangements also 
need to evolve

science vs adoption
requires investment

Countries/regions/industries
different stages of the evolutionary process



Status of methods and softwareStatus of methods and software

Developing countries
priority is to build a good science base, and initiate 
participatory design of applications with users
assistance from developed countries is needed to 
build basic science and communication capacity

Developed countries
often have a sound science base that can support 
the development of decision support applications
need to invest in communicating key climate 
messages arising from good science
parallel development of science and applications 
needs multi-disciplinary, participatory research, and 
places strain on science resources



Recommendations for the future 
development of applications/software
Recommendations for the future 
development of applications/software

Increase international collaboration to achieve 
greater consistency in models & measures of 
drought
Seek future increases in forecasting skill mainly 
from downscaling CGCMs
Create institutional arrangements that facilitate 
the interaction of climate scientists with 
economists to create decision support systems
Decision support tools/software need to be 
embedded in communication/extension programs 
to effectively improve climate risk management  


